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WHY INDEPENDENCE IS SO GREAT

FREEDOM AND SMALL BUSINESS

GET A FREE YEAR OF
MERAKI LICENSING
FROM NOW UNTIL JULY 29,
WHEN YOU PURCHASE A
NEW* CISCO MERAKI CLOUD
MANAGEMENT LICENSE FOR
3 YEARS OR MORE,WE’LL GIVE
YOU AN ADDITIONAL YEAR AT
NO ADDITIONAL COST.
HOW’S THAT FOR
EXTENDING YOUR BUDGET?
Pantone Cool Gray 9

Pantone 368

Pantone Cool Gray 9

Pantone 368

*This is for new license purchases only,
so license renewals are not eligible for this offer.

Pantone 2925

Pantone Cool Gray 9

CTSi is a proud,
certified,
and authorized
Pantone 2925
Pantone Cool Gray 9
Cisco Meraki partner. As such, we favor
Meraki’s best-in-class, remote-managed
network solutions because they provide
the greatest set of features, ease of use,
and time and cost-saving
management
100% Black
options to deliver100%
the
maximum
impact
Black
for customer investments in their
network technology.
Set up a network assessment to
determine
if a Meraki
solution
50% Black
Pantone 368
is
right
for
you.
50% Black
Pantone 368

White
White

Call Us Today:
574.268.CTSi [2874]

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”
- The Declaration of Independence (US 1776).
As part of our national identity, we possess the right to pursue a life that thrives and provides for our
needs. We celebrate the freedom to pursue our dreams and our opportunity to succeed in our deepest
passions. One of the legacies of that freedom is small business.
At the early stages of our country, small business was essential for survival. Farmers, craftsmen, merchants,
and professionals stepped in to serve a developing country. While a growing country has supported the
development of some of the largest corporations in the world, the idea of pursuing your dream lives on
and still drives much of the economy of our nation today.
According to the U.S. Small Business Administration:
• 54% of all U.S. sales are generated by 28 million American small businesses.
• Since the 1970s, small businesses have created 66% of all new jobs and employ 55% of the U.S.
• More than 600,000 U.S. small businesses account for 40% of all retail sales - providing 8 million jobs.
• 30-50% of all U.S. commercial space (est. 20-34 billion square feet) is occupied by small business.
We’d like to invite you to join us this month in celebrating the great opportunity we have in our country to
enjoy our professional life, create our own path, and define our own destiny.
Whether simply standing to honor the passing flag or stopping to acknowledge and thank a serviceman or
woman, we hope you take time to reflect on the freedoms that have been won for us.
We tend to feel gratitude more easily when we have moments to slow down and sip a cool beverage on
our patio over the weekend, but even in the exhaustion of your work week,
we hope you consider the special freedoms you experience. Each
early Monday morning as you roll out of bed, and each night, as
you’re finishing the tasks of your day, breathe out a prayer of
gratitude with us — that we live in a country where we can work
hard, doing what we love while pursuing our dreams.

We salute you - the American small business owner!

CELEBRATING FREEDOM AND SMALL BUSINESS

www.creativetechs.biz

CTSI NEWS
CONNECTING AT THE FAIR

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT
KEEPING YOUR BUSINESS SAFE

Are you busy July 10th through 15th?
If not, we hope to see you at the Kosciusko County Fair in Warsaw, IN.

Have you seen one of these screens pop up on your computer?

WIFI FOR THE KOSCIUSKO COUNTY FAIR

CTSi has partnered with Meraki and Metronet to design and implement a
robust, remote-managed, high-speed Wi-Fi network to cover the Kosciusko
County fairgrounds during the week of the fair as partners for the event.
Fair patrons will enjoy the rides and entertainment all with the convenience
of high-speed, fiber connectivity over a robust wireless network to connect
them with the world outside of the grounds — celebrating and sharing their
fun, family experience on social media — at no cost.
Supporting the Koscuisko County Fair allows CTSi to participate in our
community in a special way. We can use our strengths to improve the
experience of our neighbors, while letting people know of the service offerings
available through a partnership with CTSi and our technology partners.
Be sure to connect and enjoy your wireless experience during the Fair.
We’ll have a recap in an upcoming newsletter. Be watching for that as well.

MANAGED NETWORK SPECIAL
MAKE THE SPECIAL OFFER
ON PAGE 1 EVEN SWEETER!
Work with CTSi to order a new Meraki network or add a new Meraki
device to an existing network by July 21st and receive

25% OFF INSTALLATION FEES

AND receive special, manufacturer discounts.
When combined with the special offer on page one,
that means 25% off your licensing fees on a four year contract.
PLUS, receive massive installation and hardware savings to bring
remarkable connectivity to your home or business. Enjoy remote
support to keep you connected all with Cisco Meraki analytical data to
keep you safe and informed on your network health and usage.

Call Today: 574.268.CTSi [2874]
Creative Technology Solutions, Inc.

TRACIE HODSON — THE BEAMAN HOME

One of our customers, Tracie Hodson, Executive Director of The Beaman
Home (www.thebeamanhome.com) sent us this screen shot recently.
The most infuriating part of this story is that Tracie was attacked while on
a coalition site against domestic violence. It just seems to me that good
people providing community care should not be attacked, particularly while
connecting and engaging with others who share in their important work.
Unfortunately, hackers do not discriminate and Tracie’s screen was hijacked
with a recorded voice telling her to call the number immediately for support to
remove the installed spyware.
This well-known 1-877-637-1991 Microsoft Pop-Up Scam claims to have found
a Trojan file on your system and, while claiming to be Microsoft, directs you to
call the provided number immediately. Often this process will move to a remote
connection to “install anti-virus software” as a service to you. The reality is this
scam often results in unwanted processes that capture keystrokes and user
behaviors while simultaneously running processes to further affect system
performance requiring further support from this fictitious “support” company.
Wisely, Tracie captured a screen shot, closed her browser, and contacted
us immediately. That kind of cool-headed thinking is commendable. We’ve
received a number of calls from others just to let us know “Microsoft” or “Apple”
is “currently controlling my system to remove a virus.” At that point, it may be
too late. Because of her quick thinking, our support team was able to connect
and work with our tools to verify that nothing malicious was installed on her
system. Looking at our records, in under six minutes from when she sent her
email, our technician confirmed she was free and clear from any threats.
This is an example of the partner relationship our Professional Service
Agreement (PSA) and Managed Services customers experience. You don’t
need to worry about which threats are real and which aren’t. Rely on us and
know you’re taken care of when threats arise.
If you’d like some tips to recognizing dangerous email links
and attachments that arrive in your inbox, so you can be cool,
calm, and collected like Tracie when you are attacked,
check out this month’s edition of Ask A Technician.
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PROTECTING YOUR COMPANY
IS THIS EMAIL SAFE?
ASK A TECHNICIAN: CAN I CLICK ON THIS?

USA TECH
The freedom our country provides has sparked
remarkable innovation. We’d like to take a
few moments to recognize some of the great
technological innovations of our great country.
USA Technology Connects Us With Our World
We know more about what it means to be a
human because of our scientists pioneering
the study of human genetics in the early 20th
century at Columbia University in Thomas Hunt
Morgan’s lab. The resulting data is hailed as one
of the greatest scientific achievements of the
21st century.

Just this week a new ransomeware attack rolled out internationally called Petya. Similar to WannaCry,
this attack used an operating system vulnerability to encrypt user data, then charge a ransom with the
promise to unencrypt their data once payment is received. As always, CTSi’s Managed Services Customers
receive the latest updates and patches to keep their systems safe, but that doesn’t protect from decisions
your staff might make to invite more threats of these kinds onto their systems.
We’ve asked our Director of Managed Services, Jon Helman to join us for another edition of Ask a
Technician to provide important guidance in mitigating the potential of user-initiated attacks on
your company’s systems. This week we ask, “Is this email safe? Can I click on this?”
Jon, how real is the threat to computers from emails, attachments, links, and websites we visit?
Attackers hunt for data they can exploit. Sometimes the best way to hunt is to lure users out and trick them to
unknowingly provide that data. Users expose passwords, user accounts, private documents, banking details,
and even other personal contact information. It’s a real danger, and people are quick to trust what they see
on their screen. It’s important to be informed and understand when these tactics are being utilized.
Why are users targeted and what are people after when they attack?
It’s easier to trick a person than a computer. And people usually have all the same access to the data that the
computers do. Hackers are exploiting the most vulnerable points companies have.
What kinds of tools will help, and how are they helpful?
Spam filtering, Anti-malware, Web traffic filters, and content filtering are all helpful and are enhanced by
a Unified Threat Management appliance at the edge of your network. We provide these resources for our
customers, but without education, users may still take action that puts their company at risk without realizing
what they are doing. We recommend training in addition to these tools.
How will training help to protect me from an attack?
Our training focuses on a number of areas. For example, we discuss:
• How to verify the legitimacy of the sender of an email.
• Recognizing unsafe login sites posing as login pages for the services you use.
• Identifying unsafe attachments.
• Address bar and URL basics to ensure you are on a safe web page.
• Best practices and policies to protect your company.
• How preventative tools work to keep you safe.
• What to do if you find yourself in the midst of an attack.
• How MSP customers benefit from the services provided by CTSi.
What is one thing I can do differently today to make my business and data more safe?
Make a commitment to be more aware of how your computer is interacting with the Internet. That includes
becoming more aware of the ways you connect, the traffic coming in, what you send, where you go. This
awareness will help you to understand how critical it is to be connected to the world out there, but also
how vulnerable you are and how training for you and your staff with CTSi will be a vital investment into the
security and future of your business.
Visit www.creativetechs.biz/ask-a-technician to watch the entire interview with Jon
and view other helpful Ask A Technician videos.

solutions@creativetechs.biz

USA Technology Connects Us With Each other
The US Department of Defense collaborated
with the National Science Foundation and other
partners to construct a national platform for the
free exchange of information. This innovation
has completely changed and connected our
entire world.
USA Technology Takes Us BEYOND Our World
On the heels of our Independence Day
celebration comes the anniversary of our first
steps on the moon. It will be 40 years on July
29th since Neil Armstrong took mankind’s first
steps on the moon. US technology has taken us
much farther than the moon with innovations
such as the Hubble telescope introducing us to
the vastness of our expanding universe.
We have a lot to be proud of and thankful for.
We celebrate and salute our great nation.

REFERRAL REWARDS
HELP US FIND MORE
GREAT CUSTOMERS LIKE YOU!
At CTSi we believe that referrals are the
greatest form of flattery, and we are
proud of the fact that many of our clients
were referred by other happy customers.
For that, we want to say a big THANK
YOU for sharing your experience to help
other businesses and organizations like
yours. That’s why we created our Referral
Rewards program.
Think of a friend who could
benefit from our services.
Fill out our simple online
form.
Tell your friend about us and
encourage them to reach out.
Each submission enters you into a monthly
drawing for a $25 gift card. AND, once your
referral become a customer, receive your choice
of either $150 cash or $300 in service credit.

Register Your Referral:
creativetechs.biz/referral-rewards
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“Extraordinary Collaboration-Liberating Results”
solutions@creativetechs.biz

FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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6.

How can you help protect data when you’re on the road?
❏ Lock your laptop and mobile phone with strong passwords and PINs.
❏ Encrypt sensitive data on all smartphones, laptops, etc.
❏ Make sure the public Wi-Fi connection encrypts data.
❏ All of the above.

7.

If you get email or an IM from a manager within your organization
asking for sensitive personal information (like a password or your
Social Security number), it’s okay to supply it.
❏ True
❏ False

8.

When it comes to attachments and links in email, instant, or text
messages, which tips should you follow?: (Check all that apply.)
❏ If the message comes from someone you know personally, it’s okay
to open or click them.
❏ Don’t open or click them if they’re out of context—for example,
ilovepinkponies.pdf from your boss.

THINK YOU ARE SAFE?
TAKE THIS QUIZ AND FIND OUT

❏ Look carefully at the link or attachment to decide if it’s safe to click.
❏ Make sure your antivirus software is up to date.
❏ View every one with suspicion.
Find out just how savvy you are about Internet security and protecting your
company’s (and customer’s) data.
1.

2.

3.

4.

It’s okay to share passwords with: (Check all that apply.)
❏ Your Boss
❏ Your Spouse
❏ Your Coworker
❏ The Hotel Manager
❏ Human Resources ❏ None of the above
Don’t put confidential business information in email, instant (IM),
or text messages; they may not be secure.
❏ True
❏ False
Which of the following is a strong password? (Check all that apply.)
❏ Password1
❏ Your pet’s name
❏ R3dHairH@rse$ky ❏ 135791113
❏ The first letters of each word in a saying, phrase, or other sentence
that’s easy for you to remember.
If you see a pop-up message like this when you’re on the web, you
should:

❏ Click OK to decide whether it’s a
legitimate offer.
❏ Click Cancel.
❏ Click the X button.
❏ Press Ctrl + F4 on your keyboard
to close it.
5.

If you use a public Wi-Fi network (in a café or hotel, for example)
that assigns you a password, it’s okay to send confidential business
data.
❏ True
❏ False

9.

If you’ve installed all the security updates required by your system
administrator, you still have to worry about viruses when you click
links or open attachments in messages.
❏ True
❏ False
Want to see how you’ve done?
Check your answers here: www.creativetechs.biz/SecurityQuiz

NEED TO TALK?
QUIZ RESULTS

HAVE YOU CONCERNED?
We thought we’d highlight the ways you can
request help from CTSi.

All Customers

Choose an option from www.creativetechs.biz/support

Current and Managed Services Plan Customers
MSP customers receive our highest priority
Beyond calling or emailing our support email we provide to you,
BEST WAY: www.creativetechs.biz/sos/

New Customers

We’ll need a little more information. Fill out this form:
www.creativetechs.biz/quick-support/

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
And now you know where to find us.

Creative Technology Solutions, Inc.
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